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After 6 years working as the QHSE Manager in a Norwegian Shipping company as QHSE Manager, I
decided to take the Bachelor of Environmental and Occupational Health and Safety (BEnvOHS) to
upgrade myself and improve my field knowledge and skill. UON Singapore was the first university in
Singapore offering a course related to Occupational Health and Safety and Environment. In the year
of 2017, I have graduated with distinction from BEnvOHS programme.
BEnvOHS program has offered diverse modules which prepared me to broaden future career
pathways as well as prepare more options for my future study. With the knowledge I have learnt from
BEnvOHS programme, I have got the promotion in the company I have worked for. Meanwhile, I also
got the opportunities to take other roles such as a part-time academic research assistant, a freelance
marker for a leading UK safety officer accreditation organisation, a columnist for a leading safety
magazine in a China with the diverse knowledge I have learnt during my BEnvOHS time.

Under the guidance by our dear UON Singapore lectures and the solid academic reputation of the
University of Newcastle, I have successfully entered into my dream course in the National University
of Singapore to pursue my part-time master study. During my study in NUS, most of the modules and
knowledge points are easy to pick up which owns to the diverse curriculum offered by BEnvOHS course.
During my two-year journey with UON, not only my knowledge refreshed, but I have also built great
friendships with classmates and assignment team members which have enabled us to help each other
in our work and career. Meanwhile, I also made good connections with all lecturers and guest lecturers.
Not only do they have a strong academic background, but they are also all industry leaders from all
relevant sectors equipped with updated knowledge and a rich working experience.However, most
importantly, they are very open to share all their life and career journeys with us, to guide us and
encourage us on our career path.
I am confidently looking forward to seeing where my future is going to lead me to with the professional
knowledge I have got and the broad network I have built up with my classmates, alumnus, lectures
and UON academic staffs during my BEnvOHS period.

